Privé Regenera
Hair loss affects millions of men and women across the world. Possible reasons
could range from simple and temporary (e.g. vitamin deficiency) to more complex
issues, such as an underlying health condition.
Privé Regenera is a safe and effective solution for the prevention and treatment of
hair loss. It is an innovative system for obtaining, processing and administering
cells in order to stimulate hair growth. As the treatment uses your body’s own cells
to regenerate hair follicles, this treatment is 100% natural and bio-compatible with
no risk of rejection.
How does it work?
Privé Regenera is a comfortable treatment that relies on patients’ own cells to
regenerate new hair follicles for the scalp which will eventually lead to new hair
growth. This treatment helps to activate dormant cells under the scalp, and inactive
hair follicles.
Privé Regenera is carried out by getting small samples of the skin along the back of
the scalp. The Regenera Activa machine then refines and extracts growth factors
from these samples, which will then be re-introduced into the scalp to stimulate
hair growth. The whole process is quick and efficient – it takes only takes 30 to 45
minutes, and only one session is required.
Many hair restoration treatments claim to increase the number of follicles and to be
able to improve hair loss conditions. However, the truth is there is no actual
treatment capable of creating hair follicles aside from a hair transplant, since a hair
follicle is not a single tissue but a tiny, full anatomical structure. The Privé
Regenera method is no exception to this rule, and its action is based on the
regeneration and recovery of severely non-functional but still-alive hair follicles.
These follicles are known as “miniaturized” follicles. The more miniaturized hair
follicles a patient has at the beginning of the treatment, the better the expected
results.
What is the process like?
Step 1: Local anaesthesia is injected to make the process more comfortable.

Step 2: Using a biopsy punch, 3-5 adipose tissue samples are extracted from the
back of the head as this region is highly vascularized and safe.
Step 3: The patented Regenera Activa machine divides the tissue samples into
small, absorbable portions and extracts growth factors that have potent
regenerative capabilities.
Step 4: These growth factors are then carefully injected back into the areas of the
scalp that suffer from hair loss.

